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You will need… Math

Notecatcher

Math Assignment Review Protocol

4th Grade Math Assignment

Nebraska Mathematics Standards
Open these to follow along:
★ Math Assignment Review Protocol
★ 4th Grade math assignment NT



We will….   

Orient to the tool

Walk through how to use it with an 
example

Ask questions

Open these to follow along:
★ Math Assignment Review Protocol
★ 4th Grade math assignment NT



Orienting to the tool Math
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➔ The Math Assignment 
Review Protocol helps 
answer the question, 
“Does this task give 
students the opportunity 
to meaningfully engage in 
worthwhile grade-level 
content?”



Orienting to the tool Math

LM

✓ Three main components worth 2 points each (6 points total): 
A. CONTENT: what students are working on
B. PRACTICES: how students engage with the content
C. RELEVANCE: why the work matters beyond the lesson/class

✓ 4 out of 6 points = considered a worthwhile, grade-level task



Content: WHAT students are working on Math

✓ STANDARDS: Aligned to Nebraska math standards

✓ DEPTH: Reaches depth of Nebraska math standards & instructional shifts
○ Focus: develops a narrower set of skills more deeply
○ Coherence: connects to topics within the grade and across grades
○ Rigor: develops conceptual understanding, procedural fluency, and/or 

application to real-world contexts

LM



Content: WHAT students are working on Math

❏ What grade-level standards 
does the assignment focus 
on?

❏ Do all questions and/or tasks 
reach the depth of the 
grade-level standards?

Share your answer in the chat.

LM



Content: WHAT students are working on Math



Content: WHAT students are working on Math



Practices: HOW students engage with the what Math

✓ PROCESS: Engages at least one of the four Nebraska mathematical process
○ In conjunction with grade-level content
○ Aligned to standards if/when they specify a process

✓ DEPTH: Reaches depth of Nebraska mathematical processes

LM



Content: WHAT students are working on Math

❏ Does the assignment provide 
opportunity for students to engage 
with at least one Nebraska 
Mathematical Process?

❏ Does the assignment require 
students to engage with one or 
more mathematical practice at 
the appropriate level of depth as 
defined by the grade-level 
content and Mathematical 
Processes?

Share your answer in the chat.
LM



Practices: HOW students engage with the content Math



Practices: HOW students engage with the content Math



Relevance: WHY the work matters                Math

✓ CONNECTIONS: Relate to real-world problems/contexts
○ Includes word problems
○ Requires critical thinking over rote computation

✓ MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS: Allows for more than one solution
○ Novel, unfamiliar problems
○ Responses don’t all look the same

LM



Content: WHAT students are working on Math

❏ Does the majority of the assignment 
consist of word problems or 
real-world application 
problems/tasks?

❏ If YES, does it also allow students to 
apply math in a meaningful way?

❏ Does the assignment include novel 
problems where there may be more 
than one solution path?

Share your answer in the chat.

LM



Relevance: WHY the work matters                Math


